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Quick Setup Guide

Programming Code

How to start: 
1)Connect scanner with your device via USB cable. 

2)Setup keyboard language: If you use US keyboard, it's plug and play.

If you use other type of keyboard, scan command barcode of the keyboard from this 

manual. For more information please refer to"keyboard language".

3) Locate cursor on place where you want the scanner to output the data.

Once you �inished above steps you scan start to scan.

Netum barcode scanners are factory programmed for the most common terminal 

and communications settings. If you need to change these settings ,programming is 

accomplished by scanning the bar codes in this guide. An asterisk (*) next to an 

option indicates the default setting.

Important Notes:

This scanner has big scanning range, make sure you cover the codes closed to the 

one that you want to scan so they will not be scanned by accident.

Factory Defaults

Con�igure the scanner to revert all settings to factory defaults.

303FFF0
Factory Restore
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USB Interface (Optional)
USB HID-KBW
By default, the scanner is in HID mode as a Keyboard device. It works on a Plug and 

Play basis and no driver is required.

USB Serial
If you connect the scanner to the Host via a USB connection, the USB COM Port 

Emulation feature allows the host to receive data in the way as a serial port does.

If you are using a Microsoft®Windows®PC, you need to download the driver. 

Driver is available for downloading from our of�icial website: www.netum.net

Keyboard Languages
Follow below instructions to con�igure keyboard language before you using it.

For example If you use French Keyboard, scan command barcode of “French 

keyboard ”. If you use a US keyboard you can ignore this step.

303FFF2
*USB KBW

303FFF1
USB Serial
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6060101
*USA

6060108
FRANCE

606010D
ITALY

6060109
GERMANY

6060116
SPAIN
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Symbology

Code 32 Pharmaceutical

EAN ADD ON 2 OR 5

Some barcode types are not commonly used is off by default. You need to activate a 

command barcode to get it to work.

6060102
Belgium

1020301
Enable Code32

30303A1
Enable "EAN ADD ON 2"

30303B1
Enable "EAN ADD ON 5"

30303B0
*Disable "EAN ADD ON 5"

30303A0
*Disable "EAN ADD ON 2"
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FAQ
• Question:Is there any barcodes for apply or remove suf�ix ?

Yes, you may go to our of�icial website”netum.net” to download the complete 

manual and refer to the part of “ pre�ix and suf�ix” or turn to customer service for 

help.

• Question:How to solve the messy code problem encountered while using

other foreign languages?

Solution:The default keyboard language is English. If you use other types of

keyboard please refer to “Keyboard language”.

• Problem: Some barcodes cannot be read.

Solution:

a. Dirty or unclear barcodes might not be read.

b. The possible reason is that setting for some barcode types are not commonly 

used is off by default. You need to activate a speci�ic barcode type to get it to work. 

Please contact us for help.

Support
If you have any inquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.

Contact Information
Tel.: +0086 20-3222-8813

Email: support@netumscan.net

www.netum.net

ADD:Room 301, 6th Floor and full 3rd Floor, Building 1, No. 51 Xiangshan 

Avenue, Ningxi Street, Zengcheng District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong 

Province, China

Made in China
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